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RecognizingRecognizing that genuinely that genuinely



18981898

18991899 -
sota)

19071907
journalist, visits Kensington and procures 

19081908 Holand declares the inscription authentic in 
his book on Norwegian settlement. The pub-
licity leads to many reports of “Viking” finds.

19281928 Holand sells the stone for $2,000 to a 
group of Alexandria businessmen.

19461946 In America 1355–1364, his third of six 

his theory of an expedition via Greenland 
and Hudson Bay, maintaining that “mooring 
stones” mark its route.

19481948

19501950
a fraud.

19511951

19581958 Erik Wahlgren, professor of Scandinavian and Germanic languages, 
publishes The Kensington Stone: A Mystery Solved, proposing that 
the inscription is a modern hoax.

19641964 Viking settlement dating from about 1000 AD discovered at L’Anse 
aux Meadows, Newfoundland.

19651965

19671967
the Kensington inscription.

19681968 In The Kensington Rune Stone: New Light on an Old Riddle, histo-
rian Theodore C. Blegen concludes that the inscription is “a fake.”

19761976
-

tion. Excerpts of interview appear in Minnesota History.

19861986

19921992
issue of Roots magazine on the history of the Kensington contro-

Hjalmar Holand, the 
runestone’s first 

and ardent defender
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It is in this setting that three It is in this setting that three 
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In contrast to the other twoIn contrast to the other two

All four authors of the current All four authors of the current 
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